Honda st90

Make Honda. These ST90's are the rarest of the small Honda trail bikes. They are very hard to
come by and especially in this condition with only miles. This bike is in great original condition.
The paint is in excellent shape and still shines like new. The headlight housing is a little faded
though. The tail light lens has a crack in it but still looks and works great. The tires appear to be
the original tires with only a slight amount of age cracking. The chrome is all very good and
shiny with no pitting. All of the lights work as they should. The original tool kit is still in its
holder. This bike runs great and has no issues at all. I have a clear title for this bike. It should be
able to be licensed for the street if so desired. Call or text with any questions. Dave The ST
"Super Trail" series bike was distributed in , , and This Honda ST90 that is up for sale has been
running, functional, and maintained its whole life! Much love has been put into this machine!!!
Do to how much love the bike gives its rider! This bike starts right up easily!!! Overall width mm
Overall height 1,mm Wheel base 1,mm Weight: Dry weight 86kg lbs. Capacities: Engine Oil 1.
Fuel tank 2. Fuel reserve tank 0. Passenger capacity Operator only Engine: Bore and stroke
Compression ratio 8. Contact breaker point gap 0. Spark plug gap 0. Valve tappet clearance 0.
Tire size, front pressure 3. You just don't find 43 year old motorcycles like this anymore Bike is
located in Sturgis S. All other shipping arrangements are the responsibility of the buyer
including international. A quick internet search will award you several results, and we are glad
to work with any shipping arrangements you make including pickup. Pickup at our shop is also
available should you be attending the Sturgis Rally or just stopping through on vacation. A little
about our bikes Gypsie Vintage Cycle deals in the acquisition, restoration and resale of just
about any make and model motorcycle that has been in existence. Some bikes have been
purchased at auction in their current condition while others have been restored by us. Please
note that all bikes are sold in fine running condition unless otherwise noted though we do not
run each bike daily. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask PRIOR to bidding and we
will get back to you as quickly as possible. You can also reach Jason in our sales department at
if necessary. I just got this bike last week on a trade, as it needed some TLC. I poured some gas
in it, charged the battery, and I put the key in, turned the ignition on, and kicked it over, and had
some fun blasting around the neighborhood. The lights are installed but not hooked up, The
speedometer did not work, The transmission shifted through all the gears, There is a nice rear
rack. Tires are meaty, I do not have the title but will assist you however I can in obtaining it. I
will offer a bill of sale with a letter attesting to its near 20 years of storage. I will wheel this bike
to my curb for you or for your shipper, I can not deliver it, I can not crate it. Please feel free to
ask any questions! Odometer works. Carb is clean and rebuilt. Gas tank is clean, no rust.
Headlight bucket shows some fade. Complete bike comes with original turn signals, owner's
manual, tool kit in pouch, new spare taillight lense, and side mirrors. Needs: Speedometer
doesn't work, jumps around. Forks seals shown some signs of leakage will provide new seals
and dust covers. Original tool box mounted on Rear Fender. Original kick starter arm broke and
has been replaced with a much more solid aftermarket as seen in last pic. Buyer arranges and
pays for shipping. Model CT. This was a 3 year bike. They made these bikes from to In they did
the bikes in a single color-yellow. The decals appear to be original. The ST 90 is the big brother
to the CT70 and is less common to see in original condition with low miles. This bike has
adjustable handle bars, it ran three years ago when it was parked. There are no keys for it. This
mini trail is sold in as is condition. And is a local pick up. Buyer will get a bill of sale only with
the bike there is NO title available. Beautiful Professionally restored Honda Trail Gorgeous
Honda Red. Restoration Completed by American Honda Employee in ! Still Perfect w only 40
miles ridden around the Neighborhood mostly just showing it off. Starts on 1st or 2nd kick. All
electrical works.. Runs drives, shifts and idles Smooth! New tires. Vin ct eng. Model CRFR.
Never stored outside, wet weather operations minimal. Winter storage always at the dealership
with trickle charge attached. All maintenance and storage at Dillon Brothers in Omaha Nebraska
where a consistent record of maintenance is kept. Some scratches consistent with age of
motorcycle See Photos dents extremely minimal. When pulled out of storage a week ago took a
few attempts to start but subsequent attempts were relatively one or two pushes of the start
button. Seems to be a tune-up fix as last tune-up was Fall of Turn signals work after bike is
warmed up. Previous owner installed a switch and red light under the gas tank for red light
ambiance at night. They also installed a switch for manual cooling fan bypass for extended red
light stops during hot weather. Satisfying the rider who demands an impeccable combination of
both can be even harder. Which is why for years serious sport-touring pilots have turned to one
machine: Honda's ST Inspired by our class-leading Gold Wing and CBRs, the ST seamlessly
pairs comfort sleek, wind-cheating bodywork, huge, detachable saddlebags, an electronically
adjustable windscreen with a powerful V-4 engine and lightweight chassis delivering
performance usually reserved for the sportbike set. Exactly the kind of class-leading machine
you can count on from Honda. Model ST Wheelbase Front Suspension 4. Rear Suspension 4.

Dry Weight lbs. Lawrenceville, GA. Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR. Cheyenne, WY. South
Kingstown, RI. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Honda St90 Trail. Year Make Honda Model -. Category - Engine 90 Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Home ST90 ST Add to cart View. High quality brake shoes
with springs, works for front or rear. Fits al Chrome Shock Nut each. Time to replace those old
scratched and rusted nuts. The older CT Honda Mini Stand. Still using a 2x4 to hold up your
bike? We've all done it - but not anymore!! PhatMX has what y These are a must for any gas
tank - helps keep the carb clean and your Flywheel Puller Tool. Flywheel Puller - A must have if
you want to service your Ignition, change your points or stato Clutch Nut Socket. This tool is a
must when installing your manual clutch kit, HD clutch kit or even just changing y Spark Plug
Cap. GN4 Motor Oil. You own a Honda This is Motor Oil designed for your Honda by Honda. You
need this for your White Cable Tie. Also used inside the frame on the CT Oem Honda Gas Cap
rubber seal for steel tanks. High quality fuel gas line - sold by the foot. This is 5. Sold as each in
the following size: M6 x 10mm,M Stator Plate Screws pair. Time to replace those stripped out
screws. Honda CT70 Key Chain. Here is the ultimate keychain for the Honda CT70 enthusiast flexible rubber with raised letteri Internal Clutch Cover Screws. OEM Honda flat head screws for
the internal clutch cover - these strip every time you take them o CT70 Top Frame Molding. Fits
all years. Just clips into place - a Steering Bearing Dust Seal. This seal goes on the bottom of
the steering stem befo Sold as EACH - you will ne CT70 Fuel Line Kit. Honda Battery Cover.
Colored Fuel Line. High quality, super flexible silicone fuel li Honda Fuel Line Clip 70 cc. Honda
Metal Wire Tie. Tapered Steering Bearings. Tappered roller bearing - doesn't get any better than
this - no more gritty feeling. Sold as Kickstand Spring. Replace that saggy, rusted spring with
this nice new one. Fits Hon Carb Drain Overflow Clamp. OEM Honda over flow clamp. Magnetic
Drain Plug. This very powerful magnetic drain bolt will catch ferrous material, preventing it from
re-circula Shifter Shaft Oil Seal. Fits a ton of Honda motorcycles. Specify when order CT70 Wire
Harness Clip. OEM Honda wire harness clip. This is the clip at the front of the frame just after
the frame grom Honda Steering Bearings each. Here is the answer - O Grey Button Kill Switch.
Solid State 6V Flasher. Sold as each in the following size: M8 x 16mm, A must have when
installing a new Cam or just to adjust your Valves. Sold Out View. Gas Tank Filler Rubber. Fits
all Honda CT70 steel tanks K BMX Bar Risers. Drain Plug Washer. Its a good idea to replace this
with every oil change. Tail Light lens for CT70 This is not a Honda part but a very nice
replacement unit. Front Brake Clip. OEM Honda wire clip. Designed to clip the front brake cable
and a throttle cable together. Will f CT70 Gas Tank. Flywheel Nut and Washer. This high quality
reproduction is the closest to the original presently available. The tail Basic and comfortable full
size black grips. For use with our full size throttle assemblies. CT70 Tank Rubber Pad. This is
the only way we are allowed to ship battery acid - it has to be in a sealed container. CT70 Black
Throttle Cable. Z50 K Spring Kit 4pcs. OEM Honda in line glass fuse. Available in 7A or 10A.
Specify when ordering. Double sided patch with Honda logo - all Pro Taper Grips. Team Honda
Decals. Here is the ultimate sticker for the Honda enthusiast. Sold in a set of 3 - you get 3 decals
for Shorty Folding Lever. Aluminum folding shorty lever - works for cable brake or clutch. Has
quick adjust, dust boot, and Time to replace you old sloppy swing arm bushings with the OEM
Honda one. Sold as a PAIR!!! Cam Chain Tensionser Bolt. OEM Honda cam chain tensioner bolt
and sealing washer. This is the bolt that many people think is Hexagon Valve Caps. Front Brake
Wire Switch. Oil Pump Cover Gasket. This gasket is NOT included in our regular 50cc and 70cc
gasket Reproduction Mirror Set. Red Button Kill Switch. Aftermarket kill switch. Simple 2 wire
design - will plug into the Chinese motor harness - will n Universal 6 volt horn for your Honda
CT70, or custom build. Mounts on the CT70 fork ears. Chain Break Tool. Universal chain break
tool - fits chains. The Honda 50's and 70's use a size chain. Clutch Plate Side Spring. OEM
Honda Clutch plate side spring - 6 in the photo - these fit from current bikes. Fits a Best Sellers.
This Honda ST90 Trailsport is finished in Tahitian Red with chrome fenders and features a
folding handlebar, street lighting, and chrome engine guards. Work carried out under previous
ownership consisted of replacing the rims, throttle and speedometer cables, seat cover, chain,
rectifier, and other items. The bike was acquired in August by the selling dealer, who
subsequently performed a top-end rebuild on its 89cc single. The hollow T-bone frame is
finished in Tahitian Red and shows areas of missing paint and corrosion. Features include
chrome fenders, street lighting, a black high-mount exhaust system, and a replacement vinyl
seat cover. Suspension consists of a conventional fork and a swingarm with dual shocks, and
braking is from drums at both ends. The single gauge housing contains a mph speedometer
with recommended shift points, warning lights, and a five-digit odometer showing 5k miles.
Chrome folding handlebars feature switches for the headlight, horn, and turn signals in addition

to replica mirrors. The right-side switch housing was rebuilt and the throttle and speedometer
cables replaced in The 89cc single features an overhead camshaft and transfers power to the
rear wheel through a three-speed semi-automatic transmission. The selling dealer notes a lurch
when taking off in first gear. A start-up, walk-around, and riding video can be viewed below.
You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you
can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be
charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your
existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for
the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released.
For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? This Honda Motorcycles got away, but there are more like it here. See Result.
Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None
Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates.
Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be
sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid
Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit
Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more
commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your
Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above.
Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your
comment. January 11, at PM PT. Make Honda. It is not currently running. The bike was running
fine before we stored it away in the garage up north. Now, we are selling it cause we do not use
it anymore. It will need a seat cover, a front brake lever, and the carb cleaned and a battery. Oh,
and it has the wrong headlight ring and bulb, not correct for the ST Now look, it needs a tail light
too. I added all this stuff up and I found it all for sale on ebay. I think it was a grand total of
about bucks. The tires are good and the bike really would be a great bike with a little TLC. We
never had a title because Michigan never gave titles to these little guys back in the 70's as they
were sold as off road bikes by the dealers Anyways, we are selling it and you can own it. Here is
a very nice ST90 Honda that is percent complete and original. This does have spark and
compression it has been stored indoors all its life. This has a clear MN Title from the original
owner i have the owners manual and also the original tool kit for this bike!! The tank does have
some old gas which i drained and does have some surface rust inside but should easily be
cleaned out. I don't hink this will take long for it to be a running bike it seems to shift nice and
the tires i think will hold air they have fair tread and do have some cracking. This has all original
decals and will clean up super nice. The seat does have some damage to the front part!! Thank
u any questions please ask. I have alot of bikes that are listed don't hesitate to make me an offer
on one or multiple bikes!! This was a 3 year bike. They made these bikes from to In they did the
bikes in a single color-yellow. The decals appear to be original. The ST 90 is the big brother to
the CT70 and is less common to see in original condition with low miles. This bike has
adjustable handle bars, it ran three years ago when it was parked. There are no keys for it. This
mini trail is sold in as is condition. And is a local pick up. Buyer will get a bill of sale only with
the bike there is NO title available. The ST90 uses the CT70 frame and triple tree, but has a 90 cc
engine and larger wheels among other differences. Honda only produced this model from to
Which means No legal problems for you to have to deal with. The following is a list of the work
done to the bike to bring it to its current, rebuilt state. Engine received a top-end rebuild And
currently has less than miles on it. Wiring loom was gone over and every wire inspected and
tested for continuity and grounds. All connectors were tested and repaired as needed. Each
electronic switch and button on the handlebar pods was disassembled, rebuilt and regreased
New air filter New tires and tubes Carburetor was rebuilt using new jets and gasketss Seat was
rebuilt with new vinyl Front shocks were rebuilt and recharged with new oil standard, 30 weight
New chain New battery Blinker lights, and flasher relay installed The bike has NOT been
repainted. I liked the original paintwork and chrome as they are. This little ST90 runs great, and
is a blast to ride. Pick up only, I will not deliver. Up for auction is a very nice all original Honda
ST90 mini bike. This is a super nice unrestored collector bike. It has the original tool kit , and
manuals. Everything is there and straight, no dents in fenders or body. This would make a great
restoration bike or ride as is. It starts right up , but wont run good off choke needs a good carb
cleaning. I do have an extra aftermarket carb that goes with it. Please do NOT bid if you cannot
pick it up and or Pay for it. Don't waste my time or yours. This is a really nice all original bike.
The ST "Super Trail" series bike was distributed in , , and This Honda ST90 that is up for sale
has been running, functional, and maintained its whole life! Much love has been put into this
machine!!! Do to how much love the bike gives its rider! This bike starts right up easily!!!
Overall width mm Overall height 1,mm Wheel base 1,mm Weight: Dry weight 86kg lbs.

Capacities: Engine Oil 1. Fuel tank 2. Fuel reserve tank 0. Passenger capacity Operator only
Engine: Bore and stroke Compression ratio 8. Contact breaker point gap 0. Spark plug gap 0.
Valve tappet clearance 0. Tire size, front pressure 3. Complete frame up restoration. Every nut
and bolt gone over. New top end, original crank, cam, trans and clutch used as they were well
within spec. Runs and drives like new. I'm sure I forgot something. Not a point perfect bike, but
a really nice resto-mod bike. A great addition to any collection or a good conversation piece for
the basement or hanging from the garage. Starts 1st or 2nd kick every time. Bill of sale only. I
will not ship the bike but will cooperate with a shipper of your choice as long as you pay them. I
reserve the right to end the auction at any time as the bike is open for offers locally also. Thank
you for looking and good luck bidding!!! To do that, stop "Watching" and make an offer This is
an awesome piece of machinery with a quiet, smooth ride for intelligent riders who love
performance and speed. Bought in '05 to replace my previous high mileage '93 ST All miles put
on this bike since are highway. Located in Chicago. Cash payment accepted, no credit cards, no
paypal, no checks, no trades. Buyer picks up bike or arranges transport. Sellers reserve the
right to end listing early; bike is for sale locally on Chicago CL. Spouse just sold our scooter,
only a matter of time before she sells the ST. Email: jhinkle gmail. Day Heights, OH.
Lawrenceville, GA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Fort Rice, ND. Greenwood, IN. Waterford, MI.
Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda St
Year Make Honda Model -. Category - Engine 90 Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Make Honda 6. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This Honda Trailsport 90 is finished in
Candy Topaz Orange with a chrome engine guard and fenders and was recently acquired by the
selling dealer. The bike is powered by an 89cc four-stroke single paired with a three-speed
transmission with an automatic clutch. Features include a black-upholstered seat, wire-spoke
wheels, and a handlebar-mounted mirror. This ST90 is now offered by the selling dealer at no
reserve with a tool roll and a clean California title. The bike and headlight bucket are finished in
Candy Topaz Orange, and blue and yellow Honda decals are present on both sides. This ST90 is
equipped with a silver-finished frame, black grips, a chrome mirror, round indicator lights at the
front and rear of the bike, and a hinged black-upholstered seat. Braking is from integrated
drums front and rear, and suspension consists of a hydraulic fork at the front and dual shocks
at the rear. Instrumentation includes a mph speedometer and a five-digit odometer showing 1,
miles. True miles are unknown. The selling dealer notes that the bike cannot be shut off via the
handlebar-mounted switch and must be turned off with the key. The 89cc four-stroke single is
mated to a three-speed transmission with an automatic clutch. A black exhaust pipe and heat
shield are routed above the rear wheel. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you
win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for
the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any
questions. Are
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you sure you want to proceed? This Honda Motorcycles got away, but there are more like it
here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7.
Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. A starting and riding
video is provided above. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect.
Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your
connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful
Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are
you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦.
Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did
you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a
Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. June 23,
at PM PT.

